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As the discourse, research and study of animation has developed it has drawn in different
fields of study and disciplines. In turn the diversity of approaches towards animation and
what is deemed to be animated has equally expanded to reflect shifts and developments in
materials, processes and technology. While the production processes have pushed
forward, so has the form and mode of recording and dissemination of the animated form.
Traditional animated film formats have moved towards digital formats and files held on
servers. Within film archives this has lead to questions about how to record, preserve,
conserve these new digital formats.
These issues are equally important for animation in particular in terms of the archival of its
production history, that extends beyond the final produced film. While the academic study
of animation has expanded, consideration of its cultural and archival heritage is less well
developed or articulated. This is evidenced in the fragmented approach towards archiving
and cataloguing the diverse material forms of animation productions. The diversity of
repositories with elements of animation material is significant, the panel considers different
approaches towards identifying and studying these collections.
The panel aims to promote and encourage a closer dialogue and engagement between
different areas and agencies. In particular to collapse the distance between animator,
archivist, researcher. In particular it considers how to conserve the materiality of animation
when some of these elements are by nature transitory and impermanent. The panel
questions what is the foundation of an archive and how the discourse around animation
studios needs to consider the role of the independent, freelancer animator and the
animation collector. As a source of animation collections and how these extend the
parameters of animation researchers. In additional the panel considers how archive
materials may support and and redirect our understanding of animation, the production
history and processes of films. The animation archives panel will be supported by a
screening of Bob Godfreys’ Great and recently completed documentary on the production
of the film.
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